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Abst ract - -A  unified framework for the construction of various synchronous and asynchronous 
parallel matrix multisplitting iterative methods, suitable to the SIMD and MIMD multiprocessor 
systems, respectively, is presented, and its convergence theory is established under rather weak con- 
ditions. These afford general method models and systematical convergence riterions for studying the 
parallel iterations in the sense of matrix multisplitting. In addition, how the known parallel matrix 
multisplitting iterative methods can be classified into this new framework, and what novel ones can 
be generated by it are shown in detail. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many areas of the modern science and technology, as well as engineering appl icat ions,  need to 
complete much more compl icated large-scale numerical  computat ions and information process- 
ing within reasonably l imited t ime. However, since the t radi t ional  serial computer  system has 
at ta ined its saturat ion  state not only on the element physical condit ion, but also on the explo- 
rat ion and ut i l izat ion of both system software and numerical  a lgor ithm, it cannot yet satisfy the 
pract ical  requirements of the modern science and technology on the speed, content and function 
of the computer  system. So, in the early of 1970s, paral lel  computer  system that  has many 
good propert ies  uch as high speed, large content, and strong function, etc., appeared due to 
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the practical requirements. Meanwhile, this also stimulates the parallelizing construction of the 
numerical analysis. 
It is well known that a reasonable and efficient algorithmic system is one of the determining 
factors giving rein to the high performance of the computer system. Hence, how to design 
high-speed, robust, and flexible parallel algorithms that can sufficiently give rein to the parallel 
computational function for the practical and vast perspective, Single Instruction stream-Multiple 
Data stream (SIMD) system, and Multiple Instruction stream-Multiple Data stream (MIMD) 
system is presently an arduous task lying ahead of the computational mathematics society, and 
this has become a hot point in the research of the computational mathematics. Up to now, there 
have been a lot of excellent results on this aspect, which deal with a wide range of science and 
engineering. 
Though the construction ofparallel algorithm iscolorful and varied, "turn large into small" and 
"divide and conquer" is substantially one of its common properties and elementary principles. 
Just based upon this, O'Leary and White [1] presented the concept of matrix multisplitting 
related to the parallel solution of the large sparse system of linear equations 
Ax = b, A E L (R n) nonsingular, x, b E R n. (1.1) 
This concept is rather practical and efficient in many aspects, such as the decomposition f the 
linear system, and the design and application of the parallel algorithm. Then, by introducing 
relaxation parameter(s) (see [1-4]), varying combinations of the weighting matrices (see [5]), or 
constructing inner iterations (see [6]), many researchers have developed and generalized both 
method models and convergence theories of the matrix multisplitting iterations for solving the 
large sparse system of linear equations (1.1) on the SIMD multiprocessor system. All these works 
make the matrix multisplitting technique become more bounteous and complete. 
To avoid loss of time and efficiency in processor utilization due to the unbalance of the workloads 
among processors of a multiprocessor system, the asynchronous parallel iterative methods may 
be preferable to their synchronous alternatives. Hence, Bru, Elsner and Neumann [7] proposed 
two models of parallel multisplitting chaotic iterations for solving the large sparse system of linear 
equations (1.1). Their work is essentially a technical combination of both chaotic iteration idea 
of [8] and matrix multisplitting technique of [1], and it empties into vitality and affords novel ways 
for studying the asynchronous parallel iterative methods for solving large sparse linear systems in 
the sense of matrix multisplitting. Applying the accelerated overrelaxation (AOR) technique of [9] 
and considering the concrete characteristic of the MIMD multiprocessor system, [10,11] further 
generalized and improved the aforementioned asynchronous iteration models, and established a 
series of useful asynchronous parallel matrix multisplitting AOR iterative methods for solving 
the system of linear equations (1.1). These asynchronous parallel relaxation methods are really 
useful multisplitting variants of all the known classical relaxation methods for solving the system 
of linear equations (1.1). Since they avoid the synchronous wait among the processors, and can 
make each processor of the multiprocessor system work with the most recently available data, 
the parallel computational efficiency of the multiprocessor system can, therefore, be brought into 
full play. 
In this paper, by simultaneously taking into account both the advantages ofthe matrix multi- 
splitting and the concrete characteristics of the high-speed MIMD systems, we set up a unified 
framework for the construction of various asynchronous parallel matrix multisplitting iterative 
methods for solving the large sparse system of linear equations (1.1). Following suitable construc- 
tions of the linear operators, proper choices of the weighting matrices and reasonable constraints 
of the delayed information i volved in this framework, not only all the known synchronous parallel 
matrix multisplitting iterative methods, can be recovered, and also a series of efficient new ones 
can be yielded. Hence, this framework has great generality and summarization. On the other 
hand, this framework itself is also an improved and generalized asynchronous parallel matrix 
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multisplitting iterative method for the system of linear equations (1.1). Since the mutual wait, as 
well as the frequent communication among the processors of the MIMD multiprocessor system, 
are avoided in the implementation f this method, it can do useful numerical computations. This 
hence, makes this new method able to attain considerably high parallel computational efficiency 
in practical applications. Under rather weak conditions, we establish general criteria for deter- 
mining the convergence, as well as the divergence, of this new framework. This work not only 
outlines an essential principle for the construction of the parallel iterative methods in the sense 
of matrix multisplitting, but also establishes a general theory for the convergence of this class of 
methods for the monotone matrix class. Therefore, it affords a forceful tool for deeply and sys- 
tematically studying the method models and convergence properties of the matrix multisplitting 
iterations for solving the large sparse system of linear equations (1.1), At last, we show how the 
known matrix multisplitting methods can be classified in this new framework, and what novel 
ones can be yielded by it, too. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE FRAMEWORK 
Let c~ be a given positive integer, and the referred multiprocessor system be made up of c~ 
.. E CPU's. For i = 1, 2,. , c~, assume { i,p}p=O be nonnegative diagonal matrix sequences satisfying 
~2~Ei,p = I (the n × n identity matrix), p = 0, 1, 2 , . . , ,  
i=l 
F { i,p}p=O be linear operator sequences mapping R n onto R n and having the property that if 
x* E R n is a solution of the system of linear equations (1.1), then x* is a common fixed point of 
the linear mappings F<p (p -- 0, 1, 2, . . .  ); and {mi,p}p~=O be nonnegative integer sequences. The 
above matrices Ei,p (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  c~; p ---- 0, 1, 2, . . .  ) will be called as weighting matrices. 
Let No = {0, 1,2, . . .  }. We denote by {J(P)}pego a sequence of nonempty subsets of the 
number set {1 ,2 , . . . ,a} ,  and {8~i)(p)}pEgo (j = 1,2 , . . . ,n ;  i ---- 1,2, . . .  ,c~) be nonnegative 
integer sequences. They have the following properties: 
(1) for Vi C {1,2,. . .  ,c~}, the set {p C No l i  c J(p)} is infinite; 
(2) for Vj e {1,2 , . . . ,n} ,  Vi E {1,2 . . . .  ,(~} and Yp c No, there holds s~O(p) <_ p; and 
°(~) (p) = oc. (3) for Vj C {1,2 . . . . .  n} and Vi c {1,2 , . . . ,~},  there holds l imp~ ~j 
Evidently, if we define 
s(p) = min s~i)(p), Vp E No, 
l<j<n 
l<i<a 
then, there hold 
s(p) < p (Vp E No) and lim s(p) = oo. p~OO 
For any x = (x l ,x2, . . . ,Xn)  T E R n, we write 
= ( l~i)(P) s(i)(P) Sn(i)(P))T X s(*)(p) X X 2 . . . .  ,X , i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,a ,  pENo.  
Now, we can establish the following framework of asynchronous parallel matrix multisplitting 
iterative methods for solving the large sparse system of linear equations (1.1). 
Asynchronous  Matr ix  Mult ispl i t t ing Iteration Framework (AMMIF)  
Given an initial vector x ° E R n. Suppose that we have approximations x° ,x l , . . .  ,x  p of the 
solution x* E R n of the system of linear equations (1.1), then the (p + 1) st approximate solution 
xp+l = (x7 +1, -p÷1 . x~+l)  T , 2 . . . .  can be acquired by 
X p+I .~ ~ Ei,p x~'p, 
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with 
where 
for i • J(p), 
for i ¢_ J(p), 
i=1 ,2  . . . .  ,c~, 
f Fi,p o Fi,p o . . .  o Fi,v, for mi,p > 1, 
Fi,p ' ' ~ = - i = 1 ,2 , . . . , c~,  
I, for mi,p -~- O~ 
and for each i E {1, 2 , . . . ,  ~}, mi,p is the number of compositions of Fi,p. 
In the implementations of the AMMIF, each processor can carry out a varying number of local 
iterations, and can also update the global approximation or retrive any subset of the components 
of the global approximation residing in the host processor, at any suitable time. This property 
assures the AMMIF avoiding mutual wait, as well as, frequent communication among processors 
of the MIMD multiprocessor system, and hence, makes it interchange information flexibly and 
do efficient numerical computations sufficiently so that it can attain considerably high parallel 
computational efficiency in practical implementations. 
The linear mappings F~,p : R n --* R n (i = 1,2,...,c~; p E No) can be constructed in vari- 
ous ways. Its different forms can result in different asynchronous parallel matrix multisplitting 
iterative methods. In fact, the AMMIF covers all the known synchronous and asynchronous par- 
allel matrix multisplitting iterative methods for solving the large sparse system of linear equa- 
tions (1.1). Moreover, through suitable construction of the linear mappings, we can make each 
processor of the multiprocessor system only solve a rather small subsystem of the system of linear 
equations (1.1). Various applicable choices of these linear mappings will be further discussed in 
the subsequent sections, Sections 5-7, of this paper. 
The role of the weighting matrices Ei,p (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p C No) may be regarded as de- 
termining the distribution of the computational work to the individual processors. Moreover, 
considerable savings in computational work may be possible, since a component of x i'p needs not 
be computed if the corresponding diagonal entry of E~,v is zero. In practical implementations, 
we can suitably choose and reasonably match the linear mappings with the weighting matrices 
so that the convergence property of the resulted asynchronous parallel matrix multisplitting iter- 
ative method can be greatly improved, and the parallel computational efficiency of this method 
can be considerably raised. 
Moreover, through direct calculations we can re-express the AMMIF as the concise form 
ieJ(p) iCJ(p) 
On the other hand, note that when 
g(p) = {1,2 , . . . ,a} ,  Vp • No 
and 
mi,v=l ,  s~' ) (p)=p,  j •{1 ,2 , . . . ,n} ,  i •{1 ,2 , . . . ,a} ,  peNo,  
the AMMIF naturally leads to a unified framework of synchronous parallel matrix multisplitting 
iterative methods for solving the large sparse system of linear equations (1.1). More precisely, 
we can state this framework in the following. 
Synchronous  Mat r ix  Mu l t i sp l i t t ing  I te ra t ion  F ramework  (SMMIF)  
Given an initial vector x ° • R n. Then the approximate sequence {xV}~ego f the solution 
x* • R n of the system of linear equations (1.1) can be computed according to 
xP+l = E E~'pF~'v (xV)' p = O, 1, 2 . . . . .  (2.2) 
5=1 
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Clearly, in this SMMIF the calculations of Fi,p(X p) for various i are independent, and can 
therefore, be performed in parallel. Moreover, considerable savings in computational work may 
be also possible, since a component of Fi,p(X p) needs not be computed if the corresponding 
diagonal entry of Ei,p is zero. The role of the weighting matrices Ei,p (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  ~; p ~ No) 
may be regarded as determining the distribution of the computational work to the individual 
processors. Note that the global approximation can be updated simultaneously only once all 
processors of the SIMD multiprocessor system have completed their own computations of the 
local approximations. So, the synchronous wait among the processors are inevitable in practical 
implementations of the SMMIF if the tasks among the processors are unequally distributed. 
3. PREL IMINARY KNOWLEDGE 
The partial orderings _<, < in R n and L(R n) are introduced according to the elements, p(.) 
and (.) are used to denote the spectral radius and the comparison matrix of the corresponding 
matrices, respectively, and I • I the absolute value of either a vector or a matrix. Besides, we will 
carry on the concepts as well as the essential conclusions used in [4,12]. 
In the following, we will set up several emmas that are indispensable for the establishments 
of the convergence theories of the SMMIF and the AMMIF. 
LEMMA 3.1. (See [4,11,13].) Let ~* E R n and {:U}P_o C R n (Vp E No). Assume that for all 
t E {0, 1, . . .  ,p}, there exist a positive number 6 and a positive vector v E R n such that 
Then, there holds 
'xs(i)(P) --'Z * ~ 6V, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,~ ,  
provided s~ i) (p) < p (j = 1, 2 . . . . .  n; i = 1,2, . . . ,  c~). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let ~ E R n be a positive vector. Assume that the sequence {eP}pEgo are defined to 
satisfy 
[~P+I <_Ip~+JplePl, p= 0,1,2 . . . . .  
Then, for any nonnegative integer q _< p - 1 there holds 
where 
I~P+I[__ ~ I-- U Jk ~ + Jk leP-q-X l, 
k~p-q-1 k-~p-q--1 
PROOF,  Because of 
iEJ(p) i~J(p) 
and 
Ip-+-gp: E Ei,p~ E Ei,p=I, 
iEJ(p) i~J(p) 
p= 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  
p=0,1 ,2  . . . .  
p = 0,1,2,.  , 
k=O l=O 
) = In + -z  - Jp -~ 
k=0 \l=0 /=0 
q+l 
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$ 
by direct calculations we can obtain 
= .[pC -[- Jp (Ip-l¢ "~ Jp-1 [~p-lJ) 
= (Ip + JpIp-1)¢ + JpJp-1 [e p-I ] 
= Ip+ Jp-lIp-k-1 ~n t- Jp-I [£P-q-11 
k=0 kl=0 
q+l ~ /q+l 
= ±-  I I  #_ l j  ¢ + (I-i J,_l] I ,-a-ll 
1=0 / \1=0 / 
t_ _i 1,. 
Hence, the conclusion of this lemma holds. 
LEMMA 3.3. Define the infinite number sequence {ml }leNo in accordance with the following rule: 
mo is the least positive integer such that 
U J(p) = {1,2 , . . . ,a} ,  
O<_s(p)<_p<mo 
and in general, ml+l is the least positive integer such that 
U J(p) = {1,2 , . . . ,a t ,  
ml<s(p)<p<ml+l 
l = 0,1,2, . . . .  
Then, for any i e {1,2,. . .  ,a} and any 1 c No, there exists a positive integer Pi,I such that 
ml-1 <_ Pi,l < ml and i 6 J(pi, l), 
where we have stipulated that m-1 = O. 
PROOF. By the properties of the number set J(p) and the number sequences {s~i)(p)}peN o (j -= 
1,2 , . . . ,n ;  i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,a ) ,  we see that the number sequence {ml}leNo is well defined. The 
conclusion of this lemma is obviously implied by the definitions of {J(P)}peNo and {ml}leNo. 
LEMMA 3.4. Assume that for the positive numbers Pi,I (i = 1,2 , . . . ,a ;  l E No) defined in 
Lemma 3.3 there exists a positive diagonal matrix O = diag(Sb 02, . . .  , On) E L(R n) such that 
Ei,p,,L _> {9, 
i=l  
l = 0,1,2, . . . .  
The weighting matrices Ei,v (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,a ;  p 6 No) having this property will be called O- 
regular. Let the matrix sequences {Ip}peNo and {Jp}peNo be defined as in Lemma 3.2, respec- 
tively, and the matrix sequence {Fl}leNo be defined by 
trio--1 rnt+l--1 
Fo= H JP' Fl+l---- 1--[ JP' / - -0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .  
p=O p=mz 
Then, for any positive vector u E R n, there exists a nonnegative constant 7 e [0, 1) such that 
F~u _< 7u, l -- 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  
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PROOF. By the definitions of the weighting matrix sequences {E~,p}peN o (i = 1,2, . . . ,  a) and 
the matrix sequences {Jp}~eNo as well as {Fl}ZeNo, we easily know that there holds 
O<Ft<_ I ,  / =0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .  
For any j c {1,2 , . . . ,n} and any l c No, 
{ Aj,l = p l[Ip]55 > (c~ 
- { 05 
As'l = P I[Ip]55 <-- (a -~ 
we introduce the positive integer sets 
1)' p = ml- l ,ml -1  + 1,... ,ml - 1},  
1)' p = mt- l ,ml -1  + 1 , . . . ,mr  - 1}, 
where we use [Ip]55 to denote the jth diagonal element of the diagonal matrix Ip. Clearly, there 
have  
As,l N [kJ,l = O, Aj, l  U ~kS'l = (ml - l '  m l -1  -~" 1, . . . ,  rnl - 1},  
j E  {1 ,2 , . . . ,n} ,  1EN0. 
Moreover, we can assert hat 
A5,1 ¢ 0, Vj C {1 ,2 , . . . ,n} ,  VleNo.  
In fact, if there exist a jo E {1, 2 . . . . .  n} and an lo c No, such that A5o,/o = 0 then 
050 
[IP]5°J° <-- ~(ol + 1)' P = mlo-1, into-1 + 1 , . . . ,  mlo - 1, 
or in other words, 
__ ~ [E~,~]5o5o _<-  
i e J (p )  
In particular, we have 
05o 
(c~ + 1)' P = mlo -  1, mlo -  1 + 1, . . . ,  mlo - 1. 
O J - -  ° 
[Ei'P'"°]jo5o <- (a + 1) 
These inequalities immediately give the estimate 
E [~,,~,,,o],o~o < 050 
- a+l  
/=1 i=1 
which clearly contradicts our hypothesis 
[Ei,~,,, ]55 >- o5, 
i= l  
i= l ,2 , . . . ,a .  
-- ol + 1 05° < Oj°' 
j ~ {1,2 , . . . ,n} ,  I ENo .  
Now, for any j E {1, 2 . . . . .  n} and any l E No, because 
[F~]sJ = 1-I [JP]55 = [JP155 x [JP]s¢ 
p=rnt-1 P ,t pC -j.~ 
<- [ I  Pp]55 < 1 
p~,j,, -IAs,,---~ Z pEAj.I 
1 
= 1 - IAs,l----~  [I,15, < 1 - - -  
pEAj,~ 
05 --1 
a+l '  
1 ~ 05 
IAzt I p . , c~+l  
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by letting 
we eventually get 3" E [0, 1) and 
3' = 1 - min Oj 
l~ j<n (Ol -[- 1)' 
Fie < 3'e, e = (1 ,1 , . . . ,1)  T E R n. 
Therefore, 
Flu < 3'u, l ----- 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .  
In the above demonstration, we have used IAj,i[ to denote the number of elements included in 
the number set Aj,t. 
We remark that when 
Ei,p = Ei, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a, p E No, 
the weighting matrices Ei,p (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  a; p E No) are/-regular, where Ei (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a) are 
nonnegative diagonal matrices atisfying ~i~1 Ei = I. 
4. ESTABL ISHMENTS OF  THE CONVERGENCE THEORIES  
First of all, we demonstrate he following theorem which is basic for the establishments of the 
general criterions for determining the convergence, aswell as, the divergence of the AMMIF and 
the SMMIF. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Ei,p E L(R  n) (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,a ;  p E No) be weighting matrices and Hi,p E 
L (R  n) (i = 1, 2, . . . ,  a; p E No) be nonnegative matrices. Define a sequence {eP}pego in accor- 
dance with 
~ = ( ~ ,  ~,  . . . , ~ ) T , 
ep+l= ~ EipHipeS(°(v) + ~ Ei,pep, p=0,1 ,2 , . . . .  
ieJ(p) i~J(p) 
(a) I f  the weighting matrices Ei,p E L (R  ~) (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p E No) are O-regular, then 
limp--oo ffP : 0, for any e 0 E R n provided there exist a nonnegative number  f E [0, 1) and 
a positive vector u E R n such that 
Hi,pU ~_ flU, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a, p E NO, 
(b) limp--,oo ~P ~ O, for some e ° E R n provided there exist a positive number ~ E [1, oo) and a 
nonnegative nonzero vector v E R n such that 
Hi,pV > ~V, i = l, 2, . . . , a, p E No. 
PROOF. We first prove (a). It is reasonable for us to assume that there exists a 5 > 0 such 
that le°l < 5u. Now, making use of Lemma 3.1 and through induction, we can directly conclude 
le p] < 6u (Vp E No). Moreover, we can also assert hat there hold 
I~pl < A~u, Vp > mr,  V l  e No, 
where 
A0 = (a + (1 - f)3") ~, A~+I = ( f  + (1 - f)3") At, 
and "7 e [0, 1) is defined as in Lemma 3.4. 
l = O, 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
(4.1) 
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As a matter of fact, for 1 = 0, by making use of Lemma 3.1, Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.4 we 
[:+'1-< E E,,..,,. :"'(.)+ Z E,,p:l 
ieJ(p) i~J(p) 
ieJ(p) i~J(p) 
<- F_, Z 
iES(p) i~J(p) 
have 
= I : su  + Jp I: l  
< I -  Jk a5u+ Jk le°l 
k=0 / \k=O / 
< I Jk aSu+ Jk 6u 
k=O / 
= a I+( l -a )  & ~u 
<_ [aI + (1 - a) ro] ~ 
< [~ + (1 - ~) ~] ~u 
= A0U.  
This is just (4.1) for l = 0. Suppose that for p > mr, (4.1) is correct. Then, as p > mz+l, again 
by Lemma 3.1, Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.4, we can analogously get 
iEJ(p) iq~J(p) 
<- E Ei,pHi,pAlu + ~ E~,pleV[ 
ieJ(p) i~J(p) 
<_ Ip•Alu + Jp le pl 
k=ml k=ml 
(n) < I -  H Jk aAtu+ Jk Alu 
k~ml k~ml 
< [aI + (1 - a) F/+I] Alu 
_< At+lu, 
which implies the rightness of (4.1) for p > ml+l, too. Hence, the induction again guarantees the 
correctness of (4.1). 
Since 
At+l = (a + (1 -- a)7) Al . . . .  
= (a + (1 - a)-r)  z+l A0 ~ 0 (l ~ oc ) ,  
by taking limits on either side of (4.1), we immediately obtain limp--.oo [ePl = O. Therefore, the 
validity of Theorem 4.1 (a) is verified. 
We now turn to prove (b). Take e ° > v. Then through induction we can immediately get 
e p > v (Vp e No). Therefore, conclusion (b) holds. 
Now, we begin to set up the convergence theory of the AMMIF. For this purpose, we first 
define that a linear mapping F : R n ~ R n is called P-bounded if there exists a nonnegative 
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matrix P • L (R  n) such that 
IF(x)-F(y)I<_PIx-Yl, Vx, yeR ~, 
and P-monotone if there exists a nonnegative matrix P • L(R  "~) such that 
F(x ) -F (y )>_P(x -y ) ,  Vx,  y•R  ~. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let/:or Vi • {1, 2, . . . ,  a}  and V p • No that Fi,p : R "~ --+ R n are linear mappings, 
and assume that Ei,p • L (R  n) (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p • No) are weighting matrices. 
(1) I f  Fi,p : R n --+ R n (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p • No) are Hi,p-bounded, respectively, and Ei,p • 
L (R  "~) (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p • No) are O-regular, then for any starting vector x ° • R ~, 
the sequence {XP}pego generated by the AMMIF  converges to the unique solution of  the 
system of linear equations (1.1) provided there exist a nonnegatiye number  a • [0, 1) and 
a positive vector u • R n such that 
Hi,pU ~_ flU, i ---- 1, 2 . . . .  , ~, p • No, 
and provided there hold mi,p >_ 1 (i = 1, 2 . . . .  , a; p • No). 
(2) I f  Fi,p : R "~ -* R n (i -- 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p • No) are Hi,p-monotone , respectively, then for 
some starting vector x ° • R n, the sequence {xP}peNo generated by the AMMIF  does not 
converge to the unique solution of  the system of  linear equations (1.1) provided there exist 
a positive number  ~ • [1, oc) and a nonnegative nonzero vector v • R n such that 
I-Ii,pv > ~v, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a, p • No. 
PROOF. Since x* • R n is the unique solution of the system of linear equations (1.1), we see 
that x* is also a common fixed point of the linear mappings Fi,v : R n ---+ R n (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  ~; p • 
No). That  is to say, 
x*=F i ,p (X* ) ,  i - -1 ,2  . . . .  ,a ,  p•No.  
Now, from (2.1) there evidently hold 
z z , [ ~,p  i ,p  , , . . . .  
ieJ(p) i~J(p) 
By the Hi,p-bounded and Hi,p-monotone properties of the linear mapping Fi,p : R n ---+ R n we 
can inductively demonstrate that 
and 
where 
I F;,'~ ''" (x) - F;,'~"" (~*)] _< Wi,p Ix - ~*1, Vx  • R ", 
f;,'~"" (x) - F~,'~"" (x*) > Ui,p (x - x* ) ,  Vx  • R", 
- -  = (H .  ~'~"P ~i,p = (-gi,p) m''", 2ti,p ~_, ,p,  • 
Therefore, we have 
I~ "~-  ~*l-~ 5: ~,, ~.~"',,, (i~(')) - ~-~",,, (~') ÷ Z: ~, , l~' -  ~*1 
i~J(v) ittJ(p) 
-~ Z ~i,,~,, x'<'>(')-x* I + E ~i,,Ix'-x'l, 
ieJ(p) i~J(p) 
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and 
xPWI--x* >-- E Si,P~---i,p (xs(i)(p) -x ' )  -[- E Ei ,p(xP-x*)"  
iEJ(p) i~J(p) 
Now, we prove conclusion (1). Through introducing sequence {eP}pego in accordance with 
e ° = Ix 0 -x* ]  and 
eP+l= E Eip~i,PeS("(P) + E Ei'PeP' p=O,  1 ,2 , . . . ,  
iEJ(p) i~g(p) 
we can immediately verify that the relations 
I xP -x* [  <<_e p, p=0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  
are valid. Because of Tli,p >>_ O, mi,p > 1 (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p E No) and 
- -  - -  ? r~ i ,p  ~-[i,pU --~ (Hi,p) u ~_ (7m"pu ~ aU, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  c~, p E No, 
Theorem 4.1 (a) then shows that  limp__.o~ ep : 0. Therefore, limp~oo xp = x*. 
To prove conclusion (2), we similarly introduce sequence {eP}peNo in accordance with e ° = 
x ° - x* and 
£Pq-1 z E 157. "14 .s(i)(P) ~z,p,_.~i,p~ -b E Ei'P~P' p = O, 1, 2 , . . . .  
iEJ(p) iq~J(p) 
By induction, we can easily verify that  there hold the relations 
X p -- X* ~ £P, p = 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  
Since 7-/i, p >_ 0 (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p E No) and 
~___i,pY -~ (Hi,p) mi'p v ~ ~mi"v ~ v, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,a ,  p E No, 
Theorem 4.1 (b) then shows that  there exists an e ° E R n such that  limp--.oo e p ~ 0. Therefore, 
there exists an x ° E R n such that  limp-.oo x p ~ x*. 
We remark that  the assumption mi,p >_ 1 (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  c~; p E No) in Theorem 4.2 (1) can be 
weakened as follows: 
mi,p~_O , i = 1,2, . . . ,c~, pENo 
and for infinitely many p's, 
mi, p ~ 1, for all i = 1,2 . . . . .  a. 
Theorem 4.2 immediately implies the following theorem about the convergence of the SMMIF. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let Fi,p : R ~ --* R ~ (i = 1, 2, . . . ,  ~; p E No) be linear mappings, and Ei,p (i = 
1, 2, . . . ,  a; p E No) be weighting matrices. 
(1) I f  for V i E {1, 2 , . . . ,  a} and V p E No the linear mapping Fi,~ : R n --* R n is H~,p-bounded, 
then for any starting vector x ° E R '~, the sequence {XP)pCNo generated by the SMMIF  
converges to the unique solution of  the system of linear equations (1.1) provided there 
exist a nonnegative number cr E [0, 1) and a positive vector u E R '~ such that 
H i ,pU<aU,  i= l ,2 , . . . ,a ,  pENo.  
(2) I f  for V i E {1,2 , . . .  ,a}  and V p E No the linear mapping Fi,p : R n --* R n is I t  i,p-monotone, 
then for some starting vector x ° E R n, the sequence {xP}pENo generated by the SMMIF  
does not converge to the unique 
there exist a positive number 
that 
I-Ii,pv >_ ~v, 
solution of  the system of linear equations (1. i )  provided 
E [1, oo) and a nonnegative nonzero vector v 6 R n such 
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,a ,  pENo.  
PROOF, Taking mt= l (Vl E No), we easily see that  the weighting matrices Ei,p (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  a; 
p E No) are now/- regular .  Therefore, Theorem 4.2 immediately gives what we want to prove. 
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5. BAS IC  MATRIX  MULT ISPL ITT ING METHODS 
The matrix multisplitting concept originally presented by O'Leary and White [1] in 1985, is 
as follows. Let A c L(R n) be a nonsingular matrix, and suppose that we are given matrices Ms, 
N~, Ei c L(R n) (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  ~) satisfying 
(a) A= Ms-  Ni, i=  l ,2 , . . . ,a ;  
(b) Ms (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a) are nonsingular; and 
(c) Ei (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a) are nonnegative diagonal matrices with ~i~__1 Es = I. 
Then the collection of triples (Ms, Ni, Ei) (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a) is called a multisplitting of the ma- 
trix A. The corresponding parallel matrix multisplitting iterative methods to solve the system of 
linear equations (1.1) can be defined by taking 
and 
Ei,p=Ei,  i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,a ,  pENo 
F i ,p(X)=w(M~- lN ix+M~- lb)+(1-w)x ,  VxeR n, i=1 ,2 , . . . , c~,  peNo,  
where w E (0, oo) is a relaxation parameter. 
More precisely, the SMMIF now turns to the relaxed synchronous parallel matrix multisplitting 
method 
xP+l=w~-:Es(M~-lNixP+M:~- lb)+(1-w)x p, p=0,1 ,2 , . . . .  (5.1) 
i=l 
This method was initially studied by O'Leary and White in [1]. Meanwhile, the AMMIF presently 
becomes to the relaxed asynchronous parallel matrix multisplitting method 
x p+I= ~ Es (wM~-lNi+(1-w)I)m~"xS(~)(P)+ ~ (wM~-lNs+(1-w)I)kwM'[lb 
ieJ(p) k=O (5.2) 
+ ~ FiX p, p = O, 1, 2,. . . .  
i~J(p) 
Some special instances of method (5.2) have been deeply studied in the literature. These 
instances are the two asynchronous parallel matrix multisplitting iteration models presented 
in [7], which result from w = 1, and 
s~i)(p)=p, J (p )={1,2 , . . . ,a} ,  j e{1 ,2 , . . . ,n} ,  ie{1 ,2 , . . . ,a} ,  peNo,  
and 
mi,p = 1, ~j-(i)(p) > p-  J(p) = {kp} C {1,2,...,(~} , 
j e{1 ,2 , . . . ,n} ,  ie (1 ,2 , . . . ,~} ,  peNo,  
respectively, where T > 0 is a fixed positive integer; and the asynchronous parallel matrix mul- 
tisplitting method studied in [10], which comes from 
mi,p=l ,  s~S)(p)=si(p)eNo, j e{1 ,2  . . . . .  n}, ie{1 ,2 , . . . , c~},  peNo.  
Noticing that the weighting matrices Ei,p (i = 1, 2 . . . .  , c~; p E No) are now/-regular, and for 
all i E {1 ,2 , . . . ,a}  and p E No, 
Fi,p(x) - Fi,p(y) = Hs(w)(z - y), V x, y E R n, 
with Hi(w) = wM~-lNi + (1 - w)I, by making use of Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3, we can 
immediately demonstrate he following convergence theorems for methods (5.1) and (5.2). 
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THEOREM 5.1. Assume that there exist a nonnegative number a E [0, 1) and a positive vector 
u E R n such that 
[M(1Ni lu<_au,  i= l ,2 , . . . ,a ,  (5.3) 
and the relaxation parameter  satisfies w E (0, 2/(1 + a)).  Then for any starting vector x ° E R n, 
(1) the sequence {xP}peNo generated by method (5.1) converges to the unique solution x* E 
R n of the system of linear equations (1.1); 
(2) the sequence {xP}pEgo generated by method (5.2) converges to the unique solution x* E 
R n of the system of linear equations (1.1) provided m~,p > 1(i -- 1 ,2 , . . . ,  a; p E No). 
PROOF. Since w > 0, aw + [1 - a[ < 1, and 
IH~(w)l ~ _< [w [M~-INi] + [1 - w[ I] u 
_< [aw + I1 - wl] ~, 
from Theorem 4.3 (1) and Theorem 4.2 (1) we immediately see that  the conclusions of this 
theorem are valid. 
THEOREM 5.2. Assume that there hold 
M~-INi > O, i = 1,2, . . .  ,a, (5.4) 
and there exist a positive number ~ E [1, oo) and a nonnegative nonzero vector v e R n such that 
M(-1Niv >_ ~v, i = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,a .  (5.5) 
Then for some starting vector x ° E R n and any relaxation parameter w E [0, 1], the sequence 
{xP}peNo generated by either method (5.1) or method (5.2) does not converge to the unique 
solution x* E R '~ of the system of linear equations (1.1). 
PROOF. Since Hi (w)=wM(1Ni+(1-w) I _>O( i= l ,2 , . . . ,a )  and 
Hi (w) v = [wMi-l Ni + (1 - w) I] v 
> [we+ (1 -w) lv  > v, 
the conclusion of this theorem can be directly got from Theorem 4.2 (2) and Theorem 4.3 (2). 
The following theorems how sufficient conditions that  can assure the validity of (5.3), as well 
as, (5.4) and (5.5). As their proofs are direct and simple, we will just list these theorems but 
omit their demonstrat ions. 
THEOREM 5.3. Either of the following conditions is sufficient for guaranteeing the validity 
of(5.3): 
(i) [[Mi-lNi]loo < 1, i = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,a; 
(ii) A E L (R  n) is a monotone matrix, and A = Mi - Ni (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  a) are weak regular 
splittings; 
(iii) (Mi} - ]N i l  E L(R  '~) (i = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,a )  are M-matrices, and Mi E L (R  n) (i = 1,2 . . . . .  a)  
are H-matrices; 
(iv) A E L (R  '~) is an H-matr ix ,  and A = Mi - Ni (i = 1,2 . . . . .  a)  are H-compatible splittings 
(see [14]); 
(v) A = D - B e L (R  n) is an H-matr ix with D = diag(A), and A = M~ - N~ (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a)  
are H-compatible splittings with diag(Mi) = D (i -- 1, 2 . . . .  , a).  
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THEOREM 5.4. The conditions (5.4) and (5.5) hold, provided A = D - B • L(R n) is an 
L-matrix with D = diag(A), A = Ms - Ni (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a) are M-splittings with diag(M~) = 
D (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,a ) ,  and p(D-1B) >_ 1. 
Besides, if we extend the aforementioned multisplitting of the matrix A • L(R n) to be the 
so-called dynamic multisplitting ( M~,p, Ns,p, Es,p) ( i = 1, 2, . . .  a; p • No), that is, the matrices 
Mi,p, Ni,p, Ei,v • L(R n) (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p • No) satisfy 
(a) A = Mi,p - Ni,v, i = 1,2, . . . ,  a, p • No; 
(b) Mi,p (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p • No) are nonsingular; and 
(c) Ei,p (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p • No) are nonnegative diagonal matrices with ~ia__l Ei,p = I (p • 
g0), 
then corresponding to the choices of the linear operators Fs,p : R n -o R n ( i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p • No), 
Fs ,p(X)=w(Mi .v lNs ,vx+Mi .p lb)+(1-w)z ,  VxeR n, i=1 ,2 , . . . ,a ;  peNo,  
where w • (0, oe) is a relaxation parameter, the SMMIF and the AMMIF, respectively, result in 
the following relaxed synchronous and asynchronous parallel dynamic multisplitting methods 





Es,p (wMi.plNi,p + (1 -w) I )  m''" x s<~)(p) 
ieJ(p) 
rni'v-1 ] 
+ ~ (wMi:lNi,p + (1 -w) I )kwMi : lb  
k=0 
+ ~_~ Ei,p xp, 
i~g(p) 
p--  0, 1 ,2, . . . .  (5.7) 
Mi,p= Ms, Ni ,v= Ns, Ei,p= Ei, i=  l ,2 , . . . ,a ,  p • No, 
methods (5.6) and (5.7) turn to methods (5.1) and (5.2), respectively. Otherwise, methods (5.6) 
and (5.7) substantially define new parallel matrix multisplitting iterative methods. 
Considering that for all i • {1, 2 , . . . ,  a} and p • No, 
Fi,v(x) - Fi,v(y) = Hs,p(W)(X - y), Vx, y E R n, 
with Hs,p(W) = wMi.plNi,p + (1 - w)I, by applying Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3, we can easily 
set up the following convergence theorems for methods (5.6) and (5.7). 
THEOREM 5.5. Assume that there exist a nonnegative number a 6 [0, 1) and a positive vector 
u 6 R n such that 
lM,: lNi,plU<aU, i=1 ,2  . . . . .  a, peNo (5.8) 
and the relaxation parameter satisfies w E (0, 2/(1 + 0)). Then for any starting vector x ° e R n, 
(1) the sequence {xP}peNo generated by method (5.6) converges to the unique solution x* • 
R '~ of the system of linear equations (1.1); 
(2) the sequence {xV}pego generated by method (5.7) converges to the unique solution x* • 
R n of the system of linear equations (1.1) provided the weighting matrices Es,p (i = 
1,2,. . .  ,a; p • No) are O-regular and mi,p _> 1 (i = 1,2,. . .  ,c~; p • No). 
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PROOF. Since w > 0, aw + I 1 - cr] < 1, and for Vi 6 {1 ,2 , . . .  ,a} and Vp E No there holds 
Ig~,p(w)l u < [~ IM~7~/V~,p[ + 11 - w I I] u 
<_ + 11 - :oi] ,,, 
from Theorem 4.3 (1) and Theorem 4.2 (1), we immediately see that the conclusions of this 
theorem hold. 
THEOREM 5.6. Assume that there hold 
M~plNi,p > O, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a, p • No, (5.9) 
and there exist a positive number  ~ • [1, co), and a nonnegative nonzero vector v • R n such that 
Mi.pZN~,pV > &v, i = 1,2 , . . .  ,a ,  p • No. (5.10) 
Then for some starting vector x ° • R n and any relaxation parameter  co • [0, 1], the sequence 
{xP}pego generated by either method (5.6) or method (5.7) does not converge to the unique 
solution x* E R '~ of the system of linear equations (1.1). 
PROOF. Since Hi,p(W) = coMi.INi,p + (1 - 0a)I _> 0 (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  a; p • No) and 
gi,p(W)v = [wMi:lNi,p + (1 - w) I] v 
> [wS+ (1 -co)]v >> v, 
the conclusion of this theorem can be directly got from Theorem 4.2 (2) and Theorem 4.3 (2). 
The following theorems how sufficient conditions that  can guarantee the validity of (5.8), as 
well as, (5.9) and (5.10). As their proofs are direct and simple, we will just list these theorems 
but omit their proofs. 
THEOREM 5.7. Either of  the following conditions is sufficient for guaranteeing the validity 
of (5.8): 
(i) for some (r • [0, 1) there holds ]lM~?~N~,plloo < ~ (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p • No); 
(ii) A • L (R  n) is a monotone matrix, A = Mi,p - Ni,p (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p • No) are weak 
regular splittings, and for some a • [0, 1) and some positive vector (* • R n there holds 
Mi,pg* < ~/(1 -a )  (i = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,a; p•  No); 
(iii) A • L (R  n) is an H-matr ix,  A = Mi,p - Ni,v (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p • No) are H-compatible 
splittings, and for some a • [0, 1) and some positive vector ~ • R n there holds (Mi,p)U <_ 
fi/(1 - or) ( i  ---- 1 ,2 , . . . ,a ;p  • No); 
(iv) A = D - B • L (R  n) is an H-matr /x  with D = diag(A), and A = M~,p - N~,p (i = 
1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p • No) are H-compatible splittings with diag(M~,p) = D (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p • 
No). 
THEOREM 5.8. The conditions (5.9) and (5.10) hold provided A = D - B • L (R  ~) is an 
L-matr ix  with D = diag(A), A = M~,p - N~,p (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p • No) are M-spl itt ings with 
diag(M~,p) = D (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,a ;  p • No), and p(D-1B)  > 1. 
6. MATRIX  MULT ISPL ITT ING RELAXATION METHODS 
The generalized triangular multisplitting concept initially presented by Evans, Wang and 
Bai [15] in 1992, is as follows. Let A E L (R  "~) be a nonsingular matrix, and suppose that 
we are given matrices L~, Ui, Wi, Ei E L (R  n) (i -- 1, 2 . . . . .  a) satisfying 
(a) A=D-L i -U i -W~, i= I ,2 , . . . ,a ;  
(b) D = diag(A) is a nonsingular matrix, Li (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a) are strictly lower triangular ma- 
trices, U/ (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a)  are strictly upper triangular matrices, and W~ (i = 1, 2 . . . .  , a) 
are zero-diagonal matrices; and 
• a E (c) Ei (i = 1, 2, . .  ,a )  are nonnegative diagonal matrices with ~=1 ~ = I. 
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Then the collection (D-L i ,  D -  Ui, Wi, Ei) (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a) is called a generalized triangular mul- 
tisplitting of the matrix A. The corresponding parallel matrix multisplitting relaxation methods 
to solve the system of linear equations (1.1) can be defined through taking 
Es,p = Ei, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a, p c No 
and 
Fi,p(X) = [~£i  (R1,9"1; R2,9"2) -[- ( I  - O)] x ~- ~b i (R1,9"1; R2, a2) ,  
VxER ~, i= l ,2 , . . . ,a ,  pENo,  
where 
and 
f (~) (~) ) ' R~ = diag ~,r I ,r  2 , . . . , r  (m) 
9"m = diag (co~m), w2(m), •. •, w(m)) , 
m= 1,2 
¢ = diag (qal, ~2, . . . ,  ~n) 
are real n x n relaxation parameter matrices, and for Vi E {1,2 , . . . ,a},  Li(R1,9"I; R2,9"2) E 
L(R  n) and bi(R1, ~tl; R2, 9"2) E R n are, respectively, given in accordance with the following two 
classes of formulas. 
c~ (n l ,  9"1; n2,  9"2) = (D  - R~U~) -1 [(Z - as) D + (9"2 - R2) U~ + 9"5 (L~ + Wd] 
x (D -R IL i )  -1 [(Z - 9"1) D + (9"1 - R1) Ls + 9"1 (Us + Wi)], 
(6.1) 
bs (R1,9"1; R2, ft2) = (D - R2Us) -1 [(I - 9"2) D + (9"2 - R2) Us + 9"2 (Li + Ws)] 
x (D -R IL i )  -1 9"lb + (D - R2Ui) -1 9"2b, 
and 
£s (R1,9"1; R2, 9"2) = (D - R2Ui) -1 {[(I - ~22) D + (f~2 - R2) Ui + 9"2Ls] 
× (D - R1L~) -1 [(I - 9"1) D + (gtl - R1) ni + 9.1 (U~ + Wi)] +gt2Ws}, 
bi (R1, ~1; R2, ~t2) = (D - R2Ui) -1 [(I - 9"2) D + (9"2 - R2) Ui q- 9"2Li] (6.2) 
× (D - R1Ls) -1 9"1b + (D - R2U~) -1 9"2b. 
More precisely, the SMMIF now turns to the generalized synchronous parallel matrix multi- 
splitting relaxation methods 
x p+l =(I) ~ Ei [£:i (R1,9"1; R2, 9"2) xP+bs (R1,9"1; R2, g t2) ]+( I -O)x  p, 
i=l 
p=O, 1, 2 . . . . .  (6.3) 
Methods (6.3) with (6.1) have been discussed in detail in [16], and it recovers the matrix multi- 
splitting unsymmetric AOR method investigated in [15] as 
rJ m) =rm,  w~ m) =Wm, ~j =~,  j=  l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  re=l ,2 .  
Likewise, methods (6.3) with (6.2) has been extensively studied in [17]. The relations of the 
monotone convergence rates as well as the asymptotic onvergence rates between these two 
classes of methods have been described in [18]. Note that the well known matrix multisplit- 
ting SOR method [2] and the matrix multisplitting AOR method [3], are also special examples 
of method (6.3). 
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Meanwhile, the AMMIF presently becomes to the generalized asynchronous parallel matrix 
multisplitting relaxation methods 
x p+l = ~ E~ [ (~Z:~ (nl, ~1; R2, ~2)+ ( I -~))  m~'~ z s(~)(p) 
i e J (p )  [ 
mi,p -- 1 7 
+ ~ (~E~(R I ,~ I ;R2 , f~2)+( I _~) )k~bi (R I ,~ I ;R2 ,~2) J  p- -0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .  (6.4) 
k=0 
+ ~ Ei xp, 
i~J(p) 
Evidently, this methods cover some important asynchronous parallel matrix multisplitting re- 
laxation methods in the literature. For instances, the asynchronous parallel matrix multisplitting 
AOR method in [10], which results from methods (6.4) with (6.1) when 
mi,p = 1, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a, p E No, 
the asynchronous parallel matrix multisplitting unsymmetric AOR method in [19], which turns 
from methods (6.4) with (6.1) once 
77~i, p = 1, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a, p E No, 
r (m)  . (m) 3 = rm,  ¢z j  = win, ~j = ~, j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, m = 1, 2, 
the generalized asynchronous parallel matrix multisplitting relaxation methods in [17,20], which 
come from method (6.4) as 
mi, p = 1, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a, p E No, 
and so on. Moreover, when 
s~i)(p)=p, J (p )= {1 ,2 , . . . ,a} ,  j= l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  i=1 ,2 , . . . ,a ,  pE go, 
method (6.4) gives a new class of asynchronous parallel matrix multisplitting relaxation methods, 
which are really the relaxed variants of Model A in [7]. 
Noticing that the weighting matrices Ei,v (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p E No) are now/-regular, and for 
all i E {1 ,2 , . . . ,a}  and p E No, 
F i ,p (z ) -F i ,p (y )=Hi (R l , f~ l ;  R2,~2; ~)(x -y ) ,  Vx ,yE  R n 
with 
Hi (R I ,~ I ;  R2,~2; ff~) -- (I)/:i (RI,f}I;  R2,~2) + (I  - ¢),  
by making use of Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3, we can easily demonstrate he following con- 
vergence theorems for methods (6.3) and (6.4). 
THEOREM 6.1. Assume that there exist a nonnegative diagonal matrix E = diag(crl, a2 . . . . .  ~n) 
with aj E [0, 1) (j = 1,2, . . .  ,n) and a positive vector u E R n such that 
]£i (R I ,~ I ;  R2,~2)[ u _< Eu, i = 1,2 . . . .  ,a,  (6.5) 
and the relaxation parameter matr/x ¢ satisfies ~j E (0, 2/(1 + aj)) (j = 1, 2 . . . . .  n). Then for 
any starting vector x ° E R n , 
(1) the sequence {xP}peNo generated by method (6.3) converges to the unique solution x* E 
R n of the system of linear equations (1.1); 
(2) the sequence {xP}peN o generated by method (6.4) converges to the unique solution x* E 
R n of the system o[linear equations (1.1) provided mi,p > 1 (i = 1,2,. . .  ,a; p E No). 
PROOF. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1. So, we omit it. 
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THEOREM 6.2. Assume that there hold 
~i(R l ,~ l ;  R2,~2)  k 0, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,a ,  (6.6) 
and there are a positive diagonal matrix E = diag(#l,#2,. . . ,#n) with ~j E [1,co) (j = 
1, 2 , . . . ,  n) and a nonnegative nonzero vector v E R n such that 
/2i (RI ,~I;  R2,f~2)v>_~,v, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,a .  (6.7) 
Then for some starting vector x ° E R n and any relaxation parameter matrix cb satisfying qoj E 
[0, 1] (j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n), the sequence {xP}peNo generated by either method (6.3) or method (6.4) 
does not converge to the unique solution x* E R '~ of the system of linear equations (1.1). 
PROOF. Analogously to the proof of Theorem 5.2, we can demonstrate he validity of this theo- 
rem. 
By Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.2, we can further get the following conclusions. Since their 
proofs are direct and simple, we will just list the corresponding theorems but omit their proofs. 
THEOREM 6.3. Assume that A = D - B E L (R  n) is an H-matr ix with D = diag(A), and there 
hold 
(A) = [D[ -  [L d - [U  d - [Wi [ ,  i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,a .  
Then for any starting vector x ° E R n, 
(1) the sequence {XP}pENo generated by method (6.3) converges to the unique solution x* E 
R n of the system of linear equations (1.1) provided the relaxation parameter matrices Rm, 
~m(m = 1, 2) satisfy 
2 
.(m) .(m) < j=1,2 , . .  ,n, re=l ,2 ,  (6.8) O<,j-(m)<~y , _  0<%-  ( l+p( lD l _ l lS l ) ) ,  
and • obeys 
2 
( l+° (a l )a (a2) ) '  
0<~j  < 2 
(1 + o" (al ,  a2) ) ' 
for (6.1), 
for (6.2), 




or(Q1), i f f~2=0,  
O" (['~1, ~'~2) = 
a(f~2), if Q27 t0,  
a(a)  = max {[1-wj l  +wyp( ID I - ' IB [ )} ;  
l<j<n 
the sequence {XP}pENo generated by method (6.4) converges to the unique solution x* E 
R n of the system of linear equations (1.1) provided mi,p > 1 (i = 1,2 . . . . .  ca; p E No), 
and the relaxation parameter matrices Rm, fire (m = 1,2) and ~5, satisfy (6.8) and (6.9), 
respectively. 
THEOREM 6.4. Assume that A = D - B E L (R  n) is an L-matrix with D = diag(A), and there 
hold 
Li_>0, Ui>_0, Wi_>0, /=1,2  . . . . .  a. 
Then for some starting vector x ° E R n and any relaxation parameter matrices Rm, Qm (m = 1, 2) 
and q~ having elements within [0, 1], the sequence {xP}veNo generated by either method (6.3) 
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or method (6.4) does not converge to the unique solution x* E R n of the system of linear 
equations (1.1)provided there holds p(D-1B)  >_ 1. 
In practical implementations, we are preferable to the block multisplitting methods of the 
aforementioned parallel matrix multisplitting relaxation methods. In the following, we will discuss 
this class of methods in a more general form. 
For this purpose, we let for Vi E {1, 2 , . . . ,  ~} that Ji(P) is a nonempty subset of the number 
set Ji having the property that for Vj E Ji the set {j E Ji(P) [ P E No} is infinite. In addition, 
for i E {1,2,. . .  ,a} and p E No we introduce matrices 
L{,p = (£(~P)) E L(R  ~) , £~i~p) .= { O, l(i~p)' otherwise,f°r k, j  E J~(p) and k > j, 
\ f U (i'p) for k, j  E Ji(P) and k < j, (i,p) L(Rn), 7j(~,p) kj , 
Ui,p = /dkj ) E v'kJ = ~ 0, otherwise, 
(~a)(i,p)~ ]A)(i,p) f O, for k = j, w~ 
,p = j L(R ' = I , otherwise, 
{ ~(i,p) ( ) _(i,p)= vj >0,  for j E Ji, 
Ei ,p=diag e~ i'p),... ,e(~ 'p) E L (Rn) ,  ej O, otherwise. 
Clearly, Li,p (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p E No) are strictly lower triangular matrices, U~,B (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; 
p E No) are strictly upper triangular matrices, Wi,p (i = 1,2, . . . ,  a; p E No) are zero-diagonal 
matrices, and Ei,p (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p E No) are nonnegative diagonal matrices. If they satisfy 
A=D-L i ,B -U i ,p -Wi ,p ,  i= l ,2 , . . . , c~,  pEN0 
with D = diag(A) and 
E~,v = I, p E No, 
i=1 
then we call the collection (D - Li,p, D - Ui,p, Wi,p, Ei,p) (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p E No) a generalized 
dynamic triangular multisplitting of the matrix A. The corresponding parallel block dynamic 
multisplitting relaxation methods to solve the system of linear equations (1.1) can be defined by 
taking 
Fi,p(3C) = [OF-i,p (R1, ~~1; R2, ~2) q- ( I  - (I:~)] z q- '~bi,p (R1, ~1; Re, ~2), 
V x E R n, i = l, 2, . . . , a, pENo,  
where Rm, ~m (m = 1, 2) and ~ are relaxation parameter matrices imilar to the above, and 
for Vi E {1,2,. . .  ,a} and Vp E No, £~,p(R~,f]~; R2,f~2) E L(R n) and b~,p(Rl,f~l; R2, f~2) E R n 
are, respectively, given in accordance with the following two classes of formulas. 
£i,v (R1, ~/1; R2,~2) = (D - R2Ui,p) -1 [(I - f~2) D + (~2 - R2) Ui,, + ~2 (Li,p + Wi,p)] 
x (D-R1Li ,p)  -1 [ ( I -~1) D+(~-R~)  L~,p+f~ (Ui,p+Wi,p)], 
(6.10) 
b~,p (RI, f~; R~, ~2) = (D-R2Ui,p) -1 [ ( I -~2) D+(f~2-R2)  Ui,p+~2 (Li,p+W~,~)] 
x (D - RILi,v) -1 ~lb + (D - R2U~,p)  -1  ~2b, 
and 
£~,r, (R1, ~1; R2, ~2) = (D - R2U,,p) -1 {[(I - ~2) D + (f~2 - R2) U,,p + ~2L~,B] 
x (D-R IL i ,p )  -1 [(I-f~l) D+(f~l -R1) Li,p+l21 (Ui,p+Wi,p)] 
+ ~w~,~} (6.~1) 
b~,v (R~, ~2~; R2, ~2) = (D - R2Ui,~) -~ [(I - f~2) D + (~2 - R~) Ui,p + f~2Li,v ] 
x (D - RxLi,p) -~ ~lb + (D - R2U~,p) -1 f~2b. 
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More precisely, the SMMIF now turns to the generalized synchronous parallel block dynamic 
multisplitting relaxation methods 
C~ 
X p+I =(~-~ Ei,~f~i,p (R1, ~1 ; R2, ~ x p -4- bi,p (R1, ~1; R2, ~2)] -4- ( I -  ~)x p, p = 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  (6.12) 
i=1 
Meanwhile, the AMMIF presently becomes to the generalized asynchronous parallel dynamic 
block multisplitting relaxation methods 
X p+I : ~ Si,p [ (~f~i ,p (R I ,~ I ;R2 ,~2)A- ( I -~) )  mi'pxs(~)(p) 
icg(p) 
mi,p--  1 
+ ~ (~£. i ,p(Rl , f~l;R2,F~2)+(I-~))  k ~bi,p(Rl, f~l;R2,f~2)] 
k=O 
-4- ~ Ei,pX p, 
i~J(p) 
p=0,1 ,2 , . . . .  (6.13) 
Clearly, methods (6.12) and (6.13) turn to the previously stated generalized synchronous and 
asynchronous parallel block multisplitting relaxation methods, respectively, when 
Li,p = Li, Ui, v = Ui, Wi,p = Wi, Ei,p = Ei, 
i = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,~, p = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .  
Moreover, the known asynchronous parallel block multisplitting relaxation methods presented 
in [11,21] are special examples of method (6.13). They corresponds to the special situations 
r(1) ( ~2) .(2) = 0, ~j ---- ~v, j ---- r, wj = ~, r ---- wj 
^(i,v) _(i) (k~p) mi,p = 1, vj = ~j , u = O, 
l(i,p) = f l(i)kj, for k , j  E Ji(P) and k > j, 
kj 0, otherwise, 
w{i,p)kj =r 0, fo rk=j ,  
w(~, otherwise, 
k , j= l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  i = 1,2,...,c~, p = 0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  
and 
r(m) .(m) _(i,p) _(i) = 1, j -~ rm, wj = Win, ~j = ~, ~j = ej , mi,p 
for k , j  E Ji(P) and k > j, 
otherwise, 
for k, j E Ji(P) and k < j, 
otherwise, 
w(i,p) ~ O, for k = j, 
kj -'~ ( w (i), otherwise, kj 
m= 1,2, k , j= l ,2  . . . . .  n, i= l ,2 , . . . ,a ,  p=O,  1 ,2 , . . . ,  
.~ kj ' 
O, 
u(k~ p) { u(~) kj ' 
0, 
respectively, where for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  c~, L~ = (l(~) E L(R  n) (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a) are strictly lower trian- 
gular matrices, U~ = (u(~) E L (R  n) (i = 1, 2 . . . .  , a) are strictly upper triangular matrices, Wi = 
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(i), L (R  '~) (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,a )  are zero-diagonal matrices, and Ei = drag(el ,e2 ,. .  E Wkj )  ~ • (i) (i) . ,e(~)) 
L(R ~) (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a) are nonnegative diagonal matrices atisfying A = D - Li - Ui - W~ (i = 
1, 2 , . . . ,  a) and ~-~i~1 Ei = I. Besides, corresponding to other possible choices of the generalized 
dynamic triangular multisplitting (D - Li,p, D - U~,p, W~,p, Ei,p) (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  c~; p E No) of the 
matrix A, the relaxation parameter matrices Rm, f~m (m = 1, 2) and ¢, and the composition 
numbers ,rn~,p (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p E No), a series of novel and useful asynchronous parallel block 
multisplitting relaxation methods can be generated. For the length of the paper, we will not 
enumerate them here one by one. 
Noticing that for all i E {1,2, . . .  ,a} and p E No, 
F i ,p (x ) -F i ,p (y ) :H i ,p (R l ,~ l ;  R2,~2; ~) (x -y ) ,  k/x, yE  Rn~ 
with 
Hi ,p (R l ,~ l  ;R2,f~2; ~) = ff2f-.i,p(Rl,~l; R2,~2) -k (I - (I)), 
by applying Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3, we can easily set up the following convergence theo- 
rems for methods (6.12) and (6.13). 
THEOREM 6.5. Assume that there exist a nonnegative diagonal matrix E = diag(gl, a2 , . . . ,  an) 
with aj E [0, 1) (j = 1,2, . . .  ,n) and a positive vector u E R n such that 
I / : i ,p(Rl,~l; R2 ,~2) ]u_Eu ,  i=1 ,2 , . . . ,a ,  pEN0,  
and the relaxation parameter matr/x ¢ satisfies ~j E (0, 2/(1 + ~j)) (j = 1, 2, . . . ,  n). Then for 
any starting vector x ° E R n, 
(1) the sequence {xP }pENo generated by method (6.12) converges to the unique solution x* E 
R '~ of the system of linear equations (1.1); 
(2) the sequence {XP}pENo generated by method (6.13) converges to the unique solution x* E 
R n of the system of linear equations (1.1) provided the weighting matrices E i ,p  (i : 
1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p E No) are O-regular, and mi,p _> 1 (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p E No). 
PROOF. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.1. So, we omit it. 
THEOREM 6.6. Assume that there hold 
E i ,p(R l ,~ l ;  R2,~/2)>_0, i - -1 ,2 , . . . ,a ,  pE No, 
and there are a positive diagonal matrix E = diag(~l ,~2, . . . ,an)  with ~j E [1,oo) (j = 
1, 2 , . . . ,  n) and a nonnegative nonzero vector v E R n such that 
£:~,p(Rl,~l; R2,f~2)v > Ev, i=  l ,2 , . . . ,a ,  pE  No. 
Then for some starting vector x ° E R n and any relaxation parameter matrix • satisfying ~j E 
[0, 1] (j -- 1, 2 , . . . ,  n), the sequence {xP}peNo generated by either method (6.12) or method (6.13) 
does not converge to the unique solution x* E R n of the system of linear equations (1.1). 
PROOF. Analogously to the proof of Theorem 6.2, we can demonstrate he validity of this theo- 
rem. 
By Theorem 6.5 and Theorem 6.6, we can further get the following conclusions. Since their 
proofs are direct and simple, we will just list the corresponding theorems but omit their proofs. 
THEOREM 6.7. Assume that A = D - B E L (R  n) is an H-matr ix with D = diag(A), and there 
hold 
(A) = [DI - [ L i ,p [  - [Ui,p[- [Wi,p[ , i = 1, 2 . . . .  , a, p E NO. 
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Then for any starting vector x ° E R n, 
(1) the sequence (xP}peyo generated by method (6.12) converges to the unique solution x* E 
R ~ of the system of linear equations (1.1) provided the relaxation parameter matrices 
Rm, ~,~ (m = 1, 2) and • satisfy (6.8) and (6.9), respectively, but with the cases (6.1) 
and (6.2) being replaced by the cases (6.10) and (6.11), correspondingly; 
(2) the sequence {XP}peNo generated by method (6.13) converges to the unique solution x* E 
R ~ of the system of linear equations (1.1) provided the weighting matrices Ei,B (i = 
1, 2,. . . ,  a; p C No) are O-regular, mi,p >_ 1 (i = 1, 2,. . . ,  a; p C No), and the relaxation 
parameter matrices Rm, 12m (m -- 1, 2) and • satisfy (6.8) and (6.9), respectively, but with 
the cases (6.1) and (6.2) being replaced by the cases (6.10) and (6.11), correspondingly. 
THEOREM 6.8. Assume that A = D - B C L(R ~) is an L-matrix with D = diag(A), and there 
hold 
Li,p>_O, Ui,p>_O, W~,p>_O, i= l ,2 , . . . ,a ,  pENo.  
Then for some starting vector x ° c R n and any relaxation parameter matrices Rm, ~'~m (m -- 1, 2) 
and • having dements within [0, 1], the sequence {xP}peNo generated by either method (6.12) 
or method (6.13) does not converge to the unique solution x* E R ~ of the system of linear 
equations (1.1)provided there holds p(D-1B) >_ 1. 
7. MATRIX  MULT ISPL ITT ING TWO-STAGE METHODS 
The two-stage multisplitting concept initially presented by Szyld and Jones [6] in 1992, is as 
follows. Let A E L(R n) be a nonsingular matrix, and suppose that we are given matrices Mi, 
Ni, F~, Gi, Ei c L(R ~) (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a) satisfying 
(a) A = Mi - N~, Mi = Fi - G~, i = 1,2,.. . ,(~; 
(b) Mi, Fi (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a) are nonsingular; and 
(c) Ei (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a) are nonnegative diagonal matrices with ~i~1 Ei = I. 
Then the collection of triples (Mi : Fi, Gi; Ni; Ei) (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a) is called a two-stage multi- 
splitting of the matrix A. The corresponding parallel two-stage multisplitting iterative methods 
to solve the system of linear equations (1.1) can be defined by taking 
Ei ,p=Ei,  i = 1,2,. . . ,(~, pENo 
and 
I~i,p--1 
(F i G,) x + Z (F(-1G~) kF(-1 (N ix+b) ,  _ . .F~.,(x) = -1  , , . ,  
k=0 
VxcR n, i= l ,2 , . . . ,a ,  peNo,  
where ]~i,p( i  ---- 1, 2, . . . ,  ~; p E No) are the inner iteration numbers. 
More precisely, the SMMIF now turns to the synchronous parallel two-stage multisplitting 
method 
X p+I  = E i F~- IGi )  u`'v x p + 
2=1 k=0 
(F(-1Gi) k F( -1 (Nix p + b)] , p = o, 1, 2 . . . . .  (7.1) 
The special version of this method corresponding to pi,p = ~ (a given positive integer), i -- 
1, 2 . . . .  ,a ,  p E No, was initially discussed by Szyld and Jones in [6]. Meanwhile, the AMMIF 
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presently becomes to the asynchronous parallel two-stage multisplitting method 
xP+I = E z i  ( Fc lG i ) Iz i 'p  + E (F (1Gi )  kF ( 'N~ x ~(°(p)  
iEJ(p) k=0 
m,,p-1 [ lZ,,p-I I #,,p-1 
4- 2 [(FClGi) "''v + E (FClGi) k FclNi E 
/=0 k=O k=O 
E EixP' p = O, 1, 2 . . . . .  + 
(7.2) 
More generally, if we extend the above two-stage multisplitting of the matrix A E L (R  '~) to be 
the so-called dynamic two-stage multisplitting (Mi,p : Fi,p, Gi,p; Ni,p; E~,p) (i = 1, 2, . . .  a; p E 
No), that is, the matrices M~,p, Ni,p, Fi,p, Gi,p, Ei,p E L (R  n) (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p E No) satisfy 
(a) A = Mi,p - Ni,p, M~,p = Fi,p - G~,v, i = 1,2, . . .  ,c~, p E No; 
(b) Mi,p, Fi,p (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p C No) are nonsingular; and 
c~ (c) Ei,p (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p E No) are nonnegative diagonal matrices with ~i=1 Ei,p = I (p E 
No), 
then corresponding to the choices of the linear operators F~,p : R n --+ R ~ (i = 1, 2 . . . .  , a; p E No), 
lti,p-- | 
F~,p(X) --1 "',P = (Fi, p Gi,p) x ~- E -1 k Fy  1 (Fi, p Gi,p) ,,p (Ni,pX + b), 
k=O 
Vx E R n, i= l ,2 , . . . ,a ,  pE No, 
the SMMIF and the AMMIF, respectively, result in the following synchronous and asynchronous 
parallel dynamic two-stage multisplitting methods 
--i P'~,p xPq-1 Ei,p Fi,p el,p) xP~- E --1 k = (F;,p Gi,p) Fi:pl(Ni,pX p + , 
i=1 k=O 
and 
p=0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  (7.3) 
X p+I --1 ~i p 
iEJ(p) k=O 
rni,p-1 |[ '(F-1G ~#*'P tti,p-1 
E Ei,PXP' p = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  4- 
i~J(p) 
-1 k (<,p c,,p) 
mi,p 
X s(i) (p) 




Mi,p = M,  Ni,p = Ni, Fi,p = Fi, Gi,p = Gi, Ei,p = Ei, 
i = 1,2 . . . .  ,a,  p c No, 
methods (7.3) and (7.4) turn to methods (7.1) and (7.2), respectively. Otherwise, methods (7.3) 
and (7.4) really define new parallel two-stage multisplitting iterative methods. 
Considering that for all i E (1, 2 . . . .  , a} and p E No, 
F~,p(X) -F i ,p (y )=H~,p(X  - y), Vx,  y E R n, 
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with 
Him IF-1G.  ~l~,,n --I k ~ i,p ,,p ] + ~ Fi:pl N~ p, = (Fi, p Gi,p) , , 
k=O 
we can immediately get sufficient conditions from Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3, which can 
guarantee the convergence as well as the divergence of methods (7.3) and (7.4), respectively, 
and hence, those of methods (7.1) and (7.2), respectively. Furthermore, we have the following 
conclusions. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let A E L (R  n) be a monotone matrix, A = Mi,p - N~,v (i = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,c~; p E No) 
are regular splittings, Mi,p = Fi,p - Gi,p (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  c~; p E No) are weak regular splittings, 
and for some a E [0, 1) and some positive vector ~ E R n there hold Fi,vu < ~/(1 - a) (i = 
1, 2, . . .  ,a; p E No). Then for any starting vector x ° E R n, 
(1) the sequence {xP}pego generated by method (7.3) converges to the unique solution x* E 
R n of the system of linear equations (1.1); 
(2) the sequence {xP}pego generated by method (7.4) converges to the unique solution x* E 
R n of the system of linear equations (1.1) provided the weighting matrices Ei,p (i = 
1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p E No) are O-regular and mi,p > 1 (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a;p E No). 
THEOREM 7.2. Let A E L (R  n) be an H-matr/x,  A = Mi,p - Ni,p and Mi,p = Fi,p - Gi,p, 
i = 1, 2 , . . .  ,a ,  p E No, are H-compatible splittings, respectively, and for some a E [0, 1) and 
some positive vector ~t E R n there hold (Fi,p)fi < ~2/(1 - a) (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p E No). Then for 
any starting vector x ° E R n, 
(1) the sequence {xP}peyo generated by method (7.3) converges to the unique solution x* E 
R n of the system of linear equations (1.1); 
(2) the sequence {xP}pENo generated by method (7.4) converges to the unique solution x* E 
R n of the system of linear equations (1.1) provided the weighting matrices Ei,p (i = 
1,2 , . . . ,a ;  p E No) are O-regular and mi,p >_ 1 (i = 1,2 , . . . ,a ;  p E No). 
In practical implementations, we can take 
Fi,p = _1 (Di,p - rLi,p), 
~d i=1 ,2  . . . . .  a, pENo,  
G~,p = 1 [(1 - w) O~,p + (w - r) Li,p + wU~,p] ,
OJ 
in methods (7.3) and (7.4), respectively. This natural ly gives new synchronous and asynchronous 
parallel dynamic two-stage multisplitting relaxation methods for solving the system of linear 
equations (1.1). Here, r E [0, c¢) and w E (0, c¢) are relaxation and acceleration parameters, 
respectively, and for Vi E {1 ,2 , . . . ,a}  and Vp E No, Di,p = diag(Mi,v), Li,p and Ui, p are  
the strictly lower and strictly upper triangular matrices of the matr ix (-Mi,p). Similarly to 
Theorems 7.1 and 7.2, we can set up the following convergence theories for these practical two- 
stage multisplitting relaxation methods. 
THEOREM 7.3. Assume that A = D - B E L(R n) is an H-matr /x  with D = diag(A), and 
A = Mi,p - Ni,p (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p E No) are H-compatible splittings with diag(Mi,p) = D (i = 
1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p E No). I f  the relaxation parameters r and w satisfy 
2 
O<r<w,  O<w< (i + p (IOl - I IB t ) ) '  
then for any starting vector x ° E R n, 
(1) the sequence {XP}pEN o generated by method (7.3) converges to the unique solution x* E 
R n of the system of linear equations (1.1); 
(2) the sequence {xP}peg o generated by method (7.4) converges to the unique solution x* E 
R ~ of the system of linear equations (1.1) provided the weighting matrices Ei,p (i = 
1,2 . . . .  , a; p e No) are O-regular and mi,p > 1 ( i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p E No). 
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THEOREM 7.4. Assume that  A E L (R  n) is an L -matr ix  with D = diag(A),  and A = Mi,p - 
Ni,p (i = 1,2 . . . .  , a; p c No) are M-spl i t t ings with diag(Mi,p) = D (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  a; p E No). I f  
the relaxation parameters r and w satisfy 
0<r<~,  0<~<1,  
then for some start ing vector x ° E R n, the sequence {xP}peNo generated by either method (7.3) 
or method (7.4) does not converge to the unique solution x* E R n of  the system of linear 
equations (1.1). 
In fact, there are various forms of the l inear mappings F~,p : R n --~ R n (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  ~; p E No) 
and the weighting matr ices Ei,p (i -~ 1, 2 , . . . ,  ~; p E No), which can lead to useful synchronous 
and asynchronous paral lel  two-stage mult isp l i t t ing i terat ive methods,  and it is not necessary for 
us to enumerate  them one by one here. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
In accordance with the concrete character ist ics of the high speed mult iprocessor systems, and 
on the basis of the principle of sufficiently using the delayed information, we set up in this paper  
a unified framework for the construct ion of various paral lel  matr ix  mult isp l i t t ing i terat ive meth- 
ods for solving the large sparse system of l inear equations on the mult iprocessor systems. This 
f ramework includes all the existing synchronous as well as asynchronous i terat ive methods in the 
sense of matr ix  mult ispl i t t ing,  and thus, it is of great general i ty and considerable paral lel ism. 
We establ ish general cr iterions for determining the convergence as well as the divergence of this 
framework, which are simple in forms and convenient for appl icat ions. Wi th  these general crite- 
rions, we convenient ly give condit ions for guaranteeing the convergence as well as the divergence 
of all the known and a lot of new synchronous and asynchronous matr ix  mult isp l i t t ing i terat ive 
methods.  All  these make the paral lel  i terat ive methods as well as their  corresponding theories 
about  large sparse systems of l inear equations in the sense of matr ix  mult isp l i t t ing become more 
extensive, more deep, and more systematic.  
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